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ABSTRACT

Blocking DNS and URLs must be reliable with extremely low false positives, if 
any at all.The Deep DNS/URL API offers unprecedented features that ensure 
organizations can implement the API data without fear of unwanted 
results.Many of the cyberattacks are based on domain names and/or specific 
URLs with malicious intent. Threats spreading and working using DNS/URLs is 
popular among malware developers, Using the Deep DNS API it’s possible to 
block the threats before they try to breach the network.This document will 
explain and go through how the Deep DNS/URL works and the benefits of 
implementing this type of cyber intelligence feed.

Introduction

Sophisticated attacks are becoming more and more common as tools are evolving and reducing the 
time required to launch sophisticated attacks.
This creates a situation where hacking campaigns that used to take months to plan, develop, and 
execute several years ago, can now be done and managed by anyone with basic skills.This creates a 
variety of challenges for those who needs to protect or investigate such networks or incidents.
Many cyber attacks are at least partly based on DNS entries to perform communication, and many 
others use http protocol URLs for performing communication.Many of the attacks could have been 
stopped easily if there was a way to know what domain names and direct links the malware used to 
stay operational.
Being able to block DNS entries and or filter URL entries is something every organizations who 
wants to stay secured should implement. 
However, collecting information about attacks on the internet, and analyzing, processing, and 
producing actionable items to deal with the cyber security requires investment in money, sources 
and knowledge.This document explains the solution that will allow organizations to get quality 
intelligence related to DNS and URLs that automatic systems can act upon to keep the organization 
network safe.



Background

Nucleon provides a comprehensive set of solutions offering strategic and tactical cyber threat 
intelligence. Thus, by using Nucleon services, organizations can achieve receive processed 
intelligence feeds that they can act upon quickly, just as if they had their own threat intelligence 
team inside the organization.
The Deep DNS/URL API is an API that comes to compliment the Active Threats API. And while the 
active threat API only keeps the current threats, DNS and URLS should have different parameters 
for adding and removing them from the list of threats; Deep DNS/URL API comes to aid 
organizations with this needs of cyber security.

The Solution

Nucleon is operating a vast amount of resources in order to gather information that can be 
processed and put into context in order to make actionable intelligence.Nucleon operates several 
types of sensors, some of them are polymorphic (changing locations dynamically) and others 
collect different types of intelligence. All the information that is being gathered by different sensors 
goes into a backend system called brain. Brain is based on Machine Data Learning and is in charge 
of autonomously analyzing the data and searching for unknown patterns or attack indicators of the 
different threats being received.

 
Brain performs many different functions, in this document we will focus on URLs and DNS entries. 
Whenever there is a URL or DNS involved in an attack, the URL goes into a dedicated process which is in charge 
of performing further analysis on the URL/DNS and extracts important information about it.
 
 

How It Works

Integrity Checks - Each URL/DNS is passed thru a series of integrity checks to verify background details 
related to the indicator and might be important. for example,  checking the domain owner information and 
popularity of the domain.

 
Payload Checks - Check whether the indicator carries a payload, identify the attack’s payload, and query 
other APIs (like the Hash Life API) to gain more insights about the payload.

 
Observation Checks - this checks determine different parameters related to the sightings of an indicator, 
for example, How often is this indicator seen? When was the last time? and etc.

 
Credibility Checks - Check how old the domain name is, check the web reputation of the domain, check 
the spam reputation of the domain.

 
CYINT - Check other APIs for active and past cyber threats related to the indicator that is being examined.

 
Confidence checks - since false positives are an important point of using this API, this process deals with 
choosing the right confidence value for clients. The confidence level starts from 0 and goes all the way to 
10. While 10 is the highest confidence level in the indicator, 0 is no confidence at all. Depending on the 
usage of the intelligence gathered from the API, clients can decide the risk of false positive they want to 
take when dealing with the indicators provided.Indicator Maker - all the data that was analyzed by the 
process is now being taken into an isolated section where different AI functions are performed. These 
functions include the same actions a human security analyst would take on the data. 

 





The Result

The end result of all these processes is an accurate list of indicators. Each of them appear with 
important details for why this indicator is appearing and the confidence level Nucleon has in the 
indicator.

Connecting and using the API is simple, the Deep DNS/URL API expects each request to be 
authenticated as detailed below.
All the requests are done using RESTful API with POST request.
The API response is encoded in JSON and can be easily parsed.
Each object contains the following fields:

Technical details

Name Description

ID Unique ID  

associated_ip_list List of IP addresses related to the hash indicator.  

associated_hashes List of hashes related to the speci c indicator.  

type URL or DNS  

associated_url_list List of URLs related to the indicator  

last_seen Timestamp  

history Detailed history of the last attacks.  

indicator The indicator whether it is a speci c URL or DNS entry  

con dence Con dence level it is not false positive 0 - 10  

Use Case For Security Teams

security professionals use the data from the Deep DNS API by retrieving and storing the data in 
order to synchronize it with a SIEM or other type of log correlation engine or it is also used as a 
black list of URs or DNS to filter access to and from known indicators.
The data can also be used to search for specific indicators when performing cyber investigations.
 

Use Case For Software & Hardware Vendors
Software and Hardware vendors that build products and wants to offer their clients additional security can integrate the 
Deep DNS API inside their own products using a documented SDK that makes sure that the implementation process goes 
smooth and simple.
Leading software vendors are using Nucleon services to offer additional security to their clients. If you are interested in 
learning more about integrating threat intelligence in your products, you are welcome to contact us.



Conclusion
This document covered an overview of the Deep DNS/URL API and explained how it 
works in addition to explaining about the the different options available for using it 
and the benefits associated with it. 
Using this API, threat intelligence teams and security professionals can get a direct 
reliable feed of processed intelligence collected using the latest technology of decoy 
networks. 
This APIs allows security teams to focus on the threats themselves instead of 
spending time and resources on searching for relevant threats and identifying them.
Using the API, security teams can have intelligence like if they had their own 
intelligence team working for them.

For more information visit 
www.nucleon.sh 

or 
contact@nucleon.sh


